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Could you really paint your first artwork, your first watercolor sketch this coming weekend?Yes, you

could, and my unique instructional reference kit will show you how!You will rapidly discover that

watercolor painting is not only enjoyable but highly addictive. When you have completed your first

piece of art, your first picture to your personal satisfaction, you will want to crack on and paint

several more.First though, let me tell you a little about me and why I developed this tuition kit.My

name is Jim Green. By profession I am an established author with a string of bestselling traditionally

published books to my bow, and when I am not writing I produce watercolor sketches by the score

for pure pleasure and I would like to assist you to do the same. My art kit will empower you to paint

watercolors even if you are a complete beginner; even if you cannot draw a straight line without

recourse to a ruler.Watercolor sketches (or doodles as I call them) are my favourite because they

take less time to produce but I even so I still manage to knock out full scale paintings when the

mood is on me.5 STAR CUSTOMER REVIEWS5.0 out of 5 stars***** ExcellentBy Kindle Customer

"myvhtm"on April 16, 2015Format: Paperback Verified Purchaseâ€œExcellentâ€•***** Think I will like

itByann5124on January 2, 2015Format: Kindle Edition Verified Purchaseâ€œI have been sick and

have not had a chance to use it yetâ€•***** Hey, I can do thisBy Customer "Lulu DeLovely"on

October 26, 2014Format: Kindle Edition Verified Purchaseâ€œThis little book was very encouraging.

It's nice to have these concise little how-to explanations. I will be using these tipsâ€•***** Great

Book!ByDJRECKNORon August 12, 2014Format: Kindle Edition Verified Purchaseâ€œExcellent for

references and ideasâ€•LOVE IT!March 21, 2013By harley~girlFormat: Kindle Edition| Verified

Purchase"Keeping it for reference in my watercolor book library. Use it for lots of practice pieces on

a regular basis"5.0 out of 5 starsWELL WRITTEN AND EXPLAINEDl February 1, 2013By Marjorie

Tulley WilliamsFormat: Kindle Edition| Verified Purchase"Not sure I like ANY art books on Kindle as

it's hard to look at the picture being painted and follow the steps to do it at the same time.Still, it is a

good book for starting watercolorsists"**** Four StarsByAndrea Callaghanon September 10,

2014Format: Kindle Edition Verified PurchaseI love this book!
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I liked this little book, and I'm not sure that knowing the exact colors the artist uses will make people

better artists, but I think the essential message is, not to be intimidated, just start painting. The

author has used simple sketches that can be easily copied or inspire an individual to move on their

own ideas. It has a good list of materials for beginners that does not require a large investment, and

a good source for art materials online instead of the outrageous prices found at most art stores.

As a new artist, I needed a watercolor medium discussion that was down to earth. The book had

great demonstrations for beginners. I really appreciated the author telling me what colors were used

in the demonstration. That was a great help. I would recommend this book to anyone is just

beginning to work with watercolor. It was a great purchase.

I enjoyed painting the pictures step-by-step. A lot of what a beginner needs to know is in this

workbook. Mr. Green takes a friendly, informative approach. The best thng is that he inspires

confidence.I recommend this workbook to beginner watercolorists.

I read this book from cover to cover in one sitting. Two days later I read it again only this time I took

notes. Some really good ideas and suggestions. If you enjoy watercolor, you will enjoy this book.

Keeping it for reference in my watercolor book library. Use it for lots of practice pieces on a regular

basis.



I bought a cup of coffee at one of the big name placesâ€¦.the coffee was bad but at least i got to

keep the fancy paper cup. This book cost about the same amount and i didn't even get a fancy

paper cup. In fact, i didn't get much. This is an example of self publishing at its poorest. It was not

well written and apparently never proof-read. Beyond the writer's careful listing of the colors he

used, there is not much information in it's very short length. He never does really help beginners

begin to paint. He does, however, do his best to impress us with his use of words like "gawping" and

"peckish" and goes out of his way to tell us to pack a "cardigan" and a "parasol" when going to paint

outdoors. If i had it to do over again, i'd return this book and buy another cup of bad coffee, at least

i'd have a paper cup to keep fresh water in as i paint.

This is a relatively short instruction book but for the price was a good value. As a beginning

watercolorist it gave me some very useful information and advice.

I will use this for teaching ten year old girl scouts. I am professional but love to use simple examples

for beginner classes
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